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Mission Statement
CASIT provides reliable computer support and excellent
customer service to faculty, staff and GTFs, in the UO
College of Arts and Sciences. We are committed to creating
an environment where technology allows our faculty,
graduate students, and staff to achieve the highest
standards of academic inquiry, learning, and service. CASIT services strengthens the
research and instructional missions of CAS, and also assists Central IS and Network Services
in fulfilling their missions.

History  IT Consolidation
Prior to 2009, CAS contained a number of different IT areas and personnel with overlapping
responsibilities, which created significant costs and operational inefficiencies. CASIT was
created to both give CAS an IT presence at the UO and consolidate IT within CAS. There still
remain several key areas of opportunity to consolidate both hardware and duplication of
services within CAS.

Exceptional customer service is job
#1. I
n the spirit of transparency we
post every comment and “grade”
we receive for every service ticket
we close, good or bad, on the front
of our website. We have 3 years
worth of closed ticket comments
available for anyone to see.
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CASIT Services Chart

Service Areas
Helpdesk Services
Each ITC is assigned an
average of two student
employees to help them with
their work. 
CASIT Helpdesk
Support Service provides
computer / workstation help
to CAS faculty, staff and
GTFs. Examples include:
answering general questions
via the phone,
troubleshooting computer
and printer problems by
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appointment, virus removal,
data recovery, data
migration and computer
imaging, consultation and
assistance for purchasing
hardware and software.
Helpdesk is the single most
visible of our services and
one that touches nearly all
faculty and staff in the
college. Responding to
help requests makes up
about 2/3 of work done by
Helpdesk (about 400
tickets/month).

Training Services
The Training Specialist on
our staff helps train CAS
faculty, staff and GTFs with
various technologyrelated
topics. CASIT offers weekly
training workshops and
customized trainings to
departments that request
specialized training services.
Typical topics include:
Microsoft Office, Adobe Acrobat, WordPress, Blackboard, Qualtrics, UO Spaces database
and applications, Distance Education Course Management and Testing software, Google
Apps for Education, Outlook / Exchange, Conference Room Projectors, and Mobile Devices,
etc. This service also helps establish a common knowledge base in our college, and the
development and dissemination of standards and best practices.

Systems Services
CASIT Systems provides robust high availability file servers for the storage of almost any type
of data. These file servers are reachable both on and off campus and offer a highly
customizable set of features depending on user needs. In addition to storage, CASIT Systems
provides Virtual Machine (VMs) hosting for our college. VMs allow us to add new services and
grow existing services without acquiring more equipment. By standardizing everything onto
this single platform we were able to reduce the number of systems administrators needed to
manage these physical hardware systems and reallocate the time our staff members spend
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managing servers, backups and associated tasks. Systems Services is responsible for
managing the ACISS HPC cluster, CAS research network storage; support for CAS research
computing equipment; server support and update support for CAS instructional labs; CAS
email support; and CAS server virtualization within CAS research units.
ACISS / High Performance Computer (HPC)
In 2013, CASIT was asked to manage the ACISS HPC cluster on campus. Since no HPC
policies existed on campus, CASIT wrote the HPC Computing Policies and Procedures
document. Ongoing funding for the HPC is the single biggest issue. Active users have grown
to over 700 in 2015.

Web Services
CASIT Web Services provides website design and development and web and Enterprise level
application development for departments and programs. Current Enterprise application
development includes: UO Spaces (campus space utilization database), CAS Purchasing
Dashboard system, UO Inventory system, and our Distance Education Course Management
and Testing software. In addition to enterprise software development, Web Services is
converting CAS department websites to the new CAS identity toolkit. CASIT has converted
just over 50% of CAS’ 40+ department websites and have six more department sites
underway.
Web Services Completed projects since 2010

Web Services currently has 55 active projects underway for 25 departments.
The bulk of Web Services FTE (approximately 70%) is devoted to projects that build internal
web applications for CAS. Approximately 30% of the rest of the work completed by Web
Services are public facing web sites, including those departments now converting to the new
CAS web toolkit.
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The service has completed 157 major projects for 60 departments and programs since 2009.
We have completed more projects for the CAS Dean’s Office than any other department (15
projects), and have five applications under development for the Dean’s Office, including the
UO Spaces space inventory, and the CASweb Personnel Files project, to name a few.

Research Support Services (RSS)
RSS helps students
and faculty develop
important scientific
programming skills,
configure scientific
software, and get
oriented with
research computing
on our ACISS High
Performance
Computing cluster.
On staff we have a
systems
administrator,
parallel computing
expert, a
visualization expert,
a data services
GTF, and new to the
team in fall 2015 will be an informatics and data analyst expert to help support the statistical
needs of researchers.
We have seen rapidly escalating
demand in the UO scientific
community for RSS's services. This
is evidence of the importance of
scientific programming support and
training for research and instruction
in CAS, especially graduate
instruction.
Scientists within CAS need to be
competitive in research, and to this
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end our CASIT RSS team offers a level of support for these researchers, both within CAS and
to researchers outside of CAS.
RSS is currently working with CIS, Biology, and Physics to create crossdiscipline modular
computational computing courses. These courses will allow students to become certified to
use the ACISS HPC and also teach them about high performance computing, which will be
necessary to their future employment or research. The demand for these courses is largely
student driven.
Data Services
CASIT RSS Data Services (DS) 
provides access to on and off campus social science data
and help in identifying and gathering data sources, be that governmental, organizational or
historical records. Our DS GTF also manages our 
Secure Census Data Room
used to meet
the security requirements of most data issuing organizations that provide restricteduse data.

Computer Lab Services
CASIT Computer Lab Services provides innovative lab development and technical support to
the College of Arts and Sciences. This includes both general administration of classroom
technology and incident management to resolve issues that arise. CAS Labs that are
partnering with CASIT’s Labs Services: SSIL, Geology, Yamada, English and Psychology.
SSIL
The Social Science Instructional Labs (SSIL) are PCbased computer labs designed to assist
students, staff, and faculty with innovative instructional technology applications in the social
sciences. Lab usage has steadily climbed with the increase in enrollment and has surpassed
capacity. Growth in summer enrollments has risen rapidly, going from 550 users to 754 users
from 2011 to 2014. We have expanded capacity in the previous two years by utilizing the
Yamada Language Center’s labs for 10% of our testing volume per term. We are currently
close to or at capacity in terms of testing times available to students. For every hour a class is
scheduled in SSIL, an additional open dropin hour is needed to be available for students to
finish assignments and to work on projects. In 2014 SSIL saw 39% of open hours as dropin
work time for students, far below the target of 50%, emphasizing the need for this resource.

Distance Education
Distance Education Testing by CASIT provides 
proctored, customizable, online exams, and
evaluation statistics
to departments and faculty conducting online courses. This service
ensures the value of online courses and the integrity of classes offered at the University of
Oregon. Last year our Distance Education service gave close to 11,000 tests to 3,300 UO
students taking classes from CASIT sponsored Distance Education courses.
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CASIT Distance Education Statistics (Academic 2014)
Number of years developing Distance Education software
Average Fall enrollment (last 3 years)
Average Winter enrollment (last 3 years)
Average Spring enrollment (last 3 years)
Average Summer enrollment (last 3 years)
Average enrollment per year (last 3 years)
Courses
Number of tests given last academic year
UO Testing Centers
Active approved Remote Proctors
Percentage of offcampus students
Average number of remote students per term
Number of students using SSIL/CASIT for DE since 1996
Custom online course websites developed since 2009

19
775
1145
1134
602
3656
17
10,701
3
50
2.04%
21
36,803
23

CASIT Distance Education Courses
Distance Education also assists CAS instructors with online course content delivery.
The following courses 
are offered at various times throughout the academic year:
●
●
●
●
●
●

BA 316
BA 318
Econ 201
Econ 202
Econ 318
Fin316

●
●
●
●
●
●

Geog 471
Geol 213
Geol 304
Geol 307
Geol 308
Geol 310

●
●
●
●
●

Ling 150
PS 201
PS 205
Psy 201
Psy 202

We would like to see an increase in the number of testing labs, number of courses offered,
and enrollment caps on existing distance education courses.

Front Office / Purchasing Services / Accounting
CASIT carries out technology purchasing for CAS departments and programs. All CAS new
faculty and staff technology purchases are made through CASIT. We also purchase
technology for the CAS Computer Replacement Program, or CCRP, which is intended to
replace all faculty and staff machines on a fouryear cycle. Beyond these programs, many
CAS departments make their technology purchases through CASIT. In addition to our Level 2
Signature Authority, our high volume purchasing allows us low contracted price agreements
with approved vendors. Several other colleges are now using our purchasing service as well,
taking advantage of our inventory system, our Dashboard software, and our purchasing
power.
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We created the CASIT Dashboard application to help us track the volume of purchases, retain
purchase history and improve inventory management. This software can be ported over for
other types of purchasing centers such as travel centers, personnel hiring centers and so on.
We would like to continue to work with other units at the university to use our large purchasing
power to help other nonCAS entities purchase at a lower cost, allowing for further
universitywide savings.

Ongoing Projects
CAS Computer Replacement Purchase Program (CCRP)
The CCRP is one of the biggest ongoing projects we undertake every year, replacing annually
one fourth of all computers in the college. CASIT has now replaced every faculty and staff
computer in the college at least one time. This program is the most time consuming and
carefully coordinated set of tasks for the Helpdesk, Web Services, and our front office. This
program has necessitated CASIT developing two large database applications to support the
program. The first application is our Dashboard. Within the Dashboard we can receive,
process, track, and fill new technology order requests, not only from within CAS, but from
other colleges at the UO as well. Because of the CCRP, we also created the UO Inventory
System, which tracks the history and location of all inventoried hardware. Our systems are
now in use by several units outside CAS in an effort to be a good neighbor to other colleges.
Enterprise Application Development
CASIT has developed several large enterprise scale applications:
● Distance Education Course Management and Testing
software
○ The software is now in its very mature 19th year of development
○ Our software could be a commercial application
● UO Spaces
○ In 2013, CASIT worked with Rachel Raia and Campus Planning and Real
Estate to create what would become the UO Spaces application. The
complexity of issues and coordination of data owners involved in this
application cannot be overstated. The UO Spaces webbasedapplication is
available now and the mobile application will be available in early winter term
2015. These are the first applications at the UO to ever receive programmatic
access to the HRIS and FIS databases.
● UO Inventory Systems
○ When CASIT started in
2009, the Business Affairs
Office had a system that
used green stickers to
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inventory hardware and other assets on campus. The barcode itself was never
used due to lack of a scanner and software. CASIT worked with Bob Swanson
in BAO to develop a green sticker replacement. CASIT built a database and
used the commonly used and free “QR codes” for the new sticker. This system
is now widely adopted by many other UO units. The sticker codes are tied to
the UO Inventory system CASIT also built and are easily read by any
smartphone with proper credentials.
● CASIT Dashboard
○ The system allows users to
submit purchase requests
and have the requests
approved, ordered, tracked,
inventoried, and deployed.
○ The entire work history of
any purchase is now
available to those using this
system.
In addition to the 400+ computers CASIT
replaces, configures, and migrates
owner’s data to each year as a part of the
CCRP, CASIT also orders many
additional computers and peripherals for departments and faculty outside of the CCRP. Our
ability to order in such large quantities has enabled us to secure deep discounts from the
vendors we work with. We have created a large enterprisescale purchasing application and
database to track all our purchases which ties the purchases with billing records, inventory
tracking, and repair history into one application. The application has been so successful
CASIT has been able to offer parts of the applications to other colleges at the UO. Business
Affairs has also blessed our inventory system as a replacement for the original greensticker
tracking system. Other colleges have also approached CASIT and asked to use the
Dashboard and place their computer
purchases for them.

CAS Identity Toolkit
CASIT’s Web Services has been
instrumental in deploying the CAS
Identity Toolkit to CAS department
websites. CASIT has created templates
in both Wordpress and Drupal to allow
us flexibility in content delivery for
faculty and departments. CASIT is
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currently 50% finished and have 6 pending in rolling the toolkit out to CAS departments.

Visualization Lab
RSS created a twostation visualization lab within the SSIL lab where researchers can view
largescale high resolution images spread over an array of four monitors. This visualization
lab allows users to see detail in their data not available in a standard monitor arrangement.
The accompanying image to
the left is research being done
on the neural pathways in a
mouse brain.
CAS Labs
In addition to managing SSIL,
CASIT Labs Manager is also
managing the newly
constructed Geology Lab, and
a new lab in the Library’s Reed
Room. We find it important to
the college to support and
coordinate CAS Labs and look
for areas of cost savings by
adding to existing site licenses for software, looking for ways to standardize and modernize
the classroom IT infrastructure, and coordinating computer refresh cycles. CASIT would like
to eventually have a CAS Computer Replacement Purchase Program for our other Labs in the
same way we have desktop replacements for faculty.
Secure Data Room
In Lieu of a UO Census Data Center, CASIT created a Secure Data Room, which allows
researchers a secure location to view data they would not otherwise have access to. Our
CASIT Data Services GTF manages the secure room and coordinates with faculty needing to
secure data and the data owners providing secure data. Until we have our own Census Data
Center, this room is the next best alternative.
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